The aims of this research are to design and to implement network security system in internal web testing using DeMilitarized Zone Method and Microtic Router on Siakad server of STMIK AKBA. Data analysis techniques that possible to use is descriptive method. The significances of the study are 1) to avoid the attack of cracker who intend to access the system without permissions and 2) to improve network securityon web testing services on Siakad server of STMIK AKBA. The data are obtained by having literature review and observation. Literature review assists the researchers to collect the theory on DeMilitarised Zone Method and the previous studies which were used as comparison to the recent study. Obervation was carried out directly to the field to observe the running system. Based on the results and discussion, it is shown that the aplication of DeMilitarized Zone Method on microtic can secure the web testing on Siakad server of STMIK AKBA and can maintain the whole series of online services that are available in the server.
Introduction
Computer network security system is a way to prevent or protect and identify unauthorized users (intruders) to access a network in order to avoid various threats without any obstacles [1] . In addition, security system is also used to monitor and prevent unauthorized access, misuse of information, modification and even deletion of important data on a server. It is also stated by [2] , [3] that the threats can be categorized into two types i.e. internal and external threats. Internal threat could exist intentionally or untentionally. External threat could be tapping system from others. The threat forms of computer network become varied day by day. Therefore the thing that should be kept in mind is no network of computers that is anti-tapping or no network is completely safe from various threats from people who have bad intention. Because the nature of network is having comunication openly and the information can be accessed also by people who intend to misuse them. Therefore, security system is highly needed to secure the data in a computer network. The precautions to protect the network is the duty of network administrator. As it is known, the purpose of making network security is one way to anticipate the bad risk both physical and non-physical threats, either directly or indirectly because the level of crime in computer system could be classified from annoying to very dangerous ones [4] . Physical forms of crime that could lose information are the damage of computer and network communication devices, theft, computer hardware or network devices and natural disaster as well. In another side, non-physical category includes the damage of operation system, the damage of applications, the threat of virus and sniffing in which the crime is done by wiretapping techniques or through monitor to steal the personal data [5] .
Computer Network Security
As it is known that computer network is a set of several computers which are connected each other in a network in order to have data communication between one computer to others. The form of data communication through computer network could be text, pictures, video, or voice. Network topology is a design or form that could describe how the computers are connected each other through computer network that connected together to share the data [6] . Each topology has its advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, to establish a good computer network, both small and large scale, the first thing to do is designing the topology because the selection of network topolgy shall affect the network scale, the cost needed, communication model to be applied, the speed of access and the purpose of the network. This topology shall assist us to analyze the need of network hardware that will be used and the way to access each computer which is connected each other in that network. Computer network technology or internet nowdays is often discussed in some sources that security system is very essential for a computer network system that connected to outside network or internet, because internet is a widely open computer network in the world. Therefore, the existance of device such as microtic could be used as network security system [7] , [8] . Microtic router is one of operation system or software which could be used to make computer as a reliable network router, in which it has various features for network and wireless. In addition, microtic could be also act as a firewall for other computers and give priority for other computers in order to be able to access internet data and local data. Firewall is a software that can allow the network traffic which is considered safe and can prevent the network traffic which is considered unsafe [9] , [10] . Besides that, firewall is generally applied in machine running on a gateway between local network (LAN) and internet network which functions as security system [1] . Reference [9] , [11] , [2] , [12] the reasons of the importance of network security:
• Privacy: The ability of individu or group to keep the personal data which is not allowed to access publicly.
• Confidentiality: Avoiding information to be accessed by unauthorized persons.
• Integrity: The obedence of the values or norms which are applied in one organization or professional code of ethics.
• Authentication: The process of identity proofing is to ensure that the users are true users and if it is proven that they are the owner of that identity, the relation will be done based on the given rights.
• Authorization: The process of determining what rights are given to the users who possess the clear idenntities.
• Availability: Related to the availability of information when it is needed. • Access Control: As the central of computer security because the permit is given to the objcet to determine the persons who are able to access the object.
• Non-repudiation: An individual identification or device which is able to record the activities of users in order to make users not to deny the access that they have done. Stand-alone computers have several limitations. Therefore, the existance of computer network will make computer able to do a lot of things and can make the efficiency and effectiveness of the information exchange and security system also becomes the major priority [13] .
DeMilitarized Zone (DMZ)
One of approaches to tackle attacks from providers/attack target DDOS (Distributed Daniel Of Service) is the application of Client Puzzle protocol. This Client Puzzle Protocol aims to withstand from attacks that minimize the server capability to do service request in the beginning fase, i.e. connecting by using DeMilitarized Zone method which is managed in microtic device. DMZ is the abbrivation of Demilitarized Zone which is well known as security layer and also as perimeter network that is used to protect internal system where all ports are open so that they are possibly seen by outsiders. Therefore, when there is attack or someone intentionally attack the server which uses DMZ, the attacker can only access host in DMZ, not in internal network [14] . The essential function of DMZ is to control the network traffic. It is because the basic working principle of DMS is to move all services of network from one network to another different network in order to avoid a single fail point that can cause violation of control system. Therefore, the network is safe from intruders who intend to change the data or even delete the data in server. Computers in DMZ network are special computers which are able to contact directly by outsiders and the application used in each host on DMZ should be safe, and to be able to monitor or update regularly. For instance, on web server, mail exchangel server and name server [3] , [7] . Futhermore, DMZ is established based on three concepts, i.e. 1) NAT (Network Address Translation) functions to show the packages from "real address" to internal address. 2) PAT (Port Addressable Translation) functons to show the data coming from particular port, or range of a port and protocol (TCP/UDP or others) and IP address to particular port or range of a port to internal IP address and Access List which functions to control precisely what entering and out from a network in question form.
Compared to the using of client Puzzle, Demilitarized zone is easier in accessing the server resources because it is not bothered by the puzzle. Another approach is using Load Balancing technique. Load Balancing is a technique to distribute the traffic loads into two or more connection paths in a balanced way to make the traffic run optimally, maximize the throughput, minimize response time and avoid over load in one of connection paths.
Web testing
Test, measurement, assesment and evaluation are inseparable entities because they are interconnected each other and have their own role and purpose in education [15] . Definition of test is a set of tasks or question or statement that have been planned to get information about one atribute. Furthermore, measurement is the process of scoring the test results that have been carried out or the result of measurement called score. In addition, assessment is a qualitative revealation that can be used to respond the result of measurement such as does the result of measurement good or bad? The last evaluation is recomendation or decision making [16] . Nowdays, conducting test, measurement, assessment and evaluatiaon has been done web-based in order to easily know the students capability level, to measure the students improvement, to know the curriculum accomplishment, to know the students learning difficulties. Another example of application that can be used to measure the performance is web Science and Technology Index (SINTA). This application aims to measure the improvement performance of science and technology for institution, researchers about the researches that have been completed [17] . In addition, test application have been widely used in selection process of prospective students or employees more ever in process of promotion of employees. Those activities have utilized web engineering that is intergrated to computer network. Currently, the system that had been applied in conventional way shifted to using technology although it has been known that technology has advantages and disadvantages. The advantages are to facilitate us in making and providing questions,setting the class, setting the users who are possible to take the test, setting the process of test to the reporting of test results [18] . Otherwise, the disadvantages are related to the network security. There are some ways to measure the person ability both in written and oral. In order to prepare and conduct the test easily, the best way is applying web testing. In which, the web testing could be conducted by using computer and internet. Applying the web testing often involves computer network then can be used to have online test without using papers (paperless) or now it is called Computer Based Test (CBT) or Computer Assisted Test (CAT) because all test activities using computers both in internet network and intranet network. Besides that, other advantages are its capability to give feedback to test takers and easy in administration [19] . In some universities, both public and private, the network security is always improved especially for the university as the objcet of this research, because the topology used now still utilizes system installing server or resources for local access and internet access within the same network group and connected directly to host server without using a firewall.Therefore, it should be evaluated. Analyzing the condition of network security that needs improvement, the researcher designed and implemented the network security system in internal web testing by using DeMilitarized Zone and Microtic Router.
Methodology
The type of this research includes R & D (Research and Development) where the researchers conducted research and designed or even dveloped software and hardware that were then applied to the object of research. The high number of attacks and cyber crimes to web application in private organization or public institutions in several countries is related to the negligence of objects that were attacked and because of the failure to detect vulnerabilityies which were zero-day. It is then easy to infiltrated by criminals who always prepare to ruffle the data in the system. Therefore, the researchers design and implement the DeMilitarized Zoe and Microtic Router to secure the data of online test result using simulation access through Local Area Network (LAN) or internet. [20] stated that computers for server should be fast CPU, large hard drive, good RAM. Otherwise, the hardware needed to network implementation with DMZ method is: Computer server with the minimum specification: 
Analysis of Weakness of Old System
The security condition of resources in the current research object should be improved because the topology still uses system that installs server for local access and internet access in the same network group and connects directly to host server without firewall. It may allow certain people to attack the resources easily. The simple scheme model used today before using DEMilitarized Zone Method can be seen in Figure 1 . 
Proposed System
The currently designed network security system seeks to establish a firewall zone of Demilitarized Zone DMZ) in STMIK AKBA by using simulation access through Local Area Network (LAN) or internet. DMZ Firewall or perimeter network is security network boundary located betwen corporate/private LAN network and public network. With the firewall, all traffics are forced to pass through one single concentrated check point where all traffics will be controlled. Giving segmentation to firewell system is useful to protect server in LAN Corporate network from hacker attacks. The designing system of network security with DeMilitarized Zone Method is shown in Figure 2 . The design of new system uses microtic device as DMZ server. Here, DMZ server will be a protector when someone tries to access the resources in server at DMZ zone from internet. As the trial in this simulation, user will access the resources which is web server running in a Operating System Open Source Linux Ubuntu 16.04 as Linux product and widely used by people. In default, system in web server will run at local network and accessed from port 80 but when accessing from internet, the local network will be translated to a public IP and port 80 will be directed to port 81.
Data Colection Method
Collecting the research data was carried out by doing literature study and observation. Collecting data by literature study was conducted to find references and theories related to the focus of research being done. It aims to have enough knowledge and theoretical basis that support to find solution of research problems related to network security system of web testing using DeMilitarised Zone Method. Futhermore, in Literature study, researchers studied about previous related studies as comparison to the current study. Meanwhile observation is observing the object in the field and it can be done directly or indirectly in order to get information as a basis in conducting the research.
Findings and Discussion

The Results Analysis of old system
Based on the observation of old system to research object, the description of network topology was found as shown in Figure 3 . In this Figure, it is shown that the existing server in STMIK AKBA have less secure access when accessing from outer network or internet. This is because the server doesn't have protection such as DMZ server. Therefore, to examine the network security system of server in STMIK AKBA ,the researchers scan the server by using NMAP Tool Scanner and can be seen in picture 3 below:
The scan result using the NMAP scanner tool After scanning as shown in Figure 3 , the informations about open ports, IP server, and active services in computer server can be seen. It also shows the operating system using in web server in STMIK AKBA before applying DMZ method i.e. Apache version 2.4.7. for more details, the scan result can be seen in Figure 4 .
Fig. 4: Showing open ports
Futhermore, after doing scanning as shown in Figure 4 , the scanning of the IP target and scanning the results provide information about port and open service indicating that access to IP target is the real host server. In addition, the scanning results also give information that STMIK AKBA server is not placed in safe zone which is protected by firewall atau DMZ server. More details can be seen in Figure 5 . 
The results of analysis and application of new system
In a new system,the first step is istalling microtic until the selection of packages because it is needed to make a DMZ Zone for DMZ server as security system. Therefore, the importint thing to do first is installing microtic operation system in a computer server. When the istallation of microtic is done, the next is setting the IP in DMZ server that needs minimum 2interfaces. Here, the first interface is for accessing internet and the second interface is as connector to DMZ zone where the STMIK AKBA server placed. For details of IP and interface of this research used DMZ, it can be seen in Table 1 . Figure 6 . Then, IP checking was conducted to know the IP address that had been previously proggrammed by typing ip address print and ip route print as shown in Figure 7 below: It should be noted that microtic supports the firewall in DMZ so testing and setting in STMIK AKBA server are not as complicated as we think. Therefore, in setting the DMZ parameter in microtic, it needs some commands as shown in Figure 8 . The functions of commands in Figure 8 are to minimize and mantain the valid connection and block invalid connection. It can be proven by showing and releasing information about open port service in server of siakad.akba.ac.id where the port 80 for web server service http, port 225 for SSH service and port 443 for web server service https and others ports are closed. The scanning results can be seen in Figure 9 .
Of three ports shown in Figure 9 , all are open because they have been allowed by DMZ server to be accessed from outer network or internet. Yet, other ports are closed because they are not allowed by DMZ server as shown in port 22. Futhermore, Figure  10 explains the testing results which inform that scanning tool done can not detect the host location of siakda.akba.ac.id clearly because the access from outer network or internet is not directly connected to server of siakda.akab.ac.id but it is protected by DMZ server. Therfore, host that is likely accessed from outside network or internet is host DMZ server. In additin, the testing results by using DDOS (Distributed Daniel Of Services) method or Brute Force with Loic tool also provide information that cracker could not detect the location of the real host server. For details, it can be seen in Figure 12 . Here, in the menu of select your target, URL or IP can be input from server target that will be attacked, then the targetted of port content by selecting the methods and the number of threats to do attacks, then klik IMMA CHARGIN MAH LAZER. When having been attacked, DMZ server automatically will detect that attacks by putting them into data base of microtic address list. After microtic detects the the existing of DDOS or brute force attacks, IP automatically does reaccess server because it has been blocked by microtic. The bloking results can be seen in Figure 12 . The testing results are strenthened by the research results of [14] which revealed that applying Militarized Zone will provide better security both for infrastuctures of wired and wireless network. It is stated by [10] that DMZ is a major concept in hardware firewall which functions to improve the server security of web testing system especially internal and external network that are closedly related to the using of microtic device to control the network.
Conclusion
Based on the results of analysis and discussion that have been previously explained, it can be concluded that the application of DeMilitarized Zone method in microtic device in STMIK AKBA is running well which is shown on the output of scanning port results that is allowed by DMZ. Then, the scanning results by using DDOS (Distributed Daniel Of Service) technique also shows that the siakad server of STMIK AKBA is safe and inaccessible by intruders because DMZ server automatically detect the existence of IP access.
